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aftercare programs for the past two years.

n September 4, 1980, the Rudolf Steiner School of Ann
Arbor opened its doors in a three-room building with
just 10 students; 25 years later, we have come a long
way! We have evolved from renting that small space from the
Seventh Day Adventist Church on Packard Road to owning two
lovely wooded campuses and enrolling over 300 students. We have
moved beyond our
incubation as a
completely teacherrun school to one
which employs
both full- and parttime staff to help
manage
our
business, facilities,
and
outreach
initiatives. And as
At 25 years, many of our alumni are now young
the only K-12
adults and some share their gifts at the Lower School.
Waldorf school in
Here, Luke Lussenden (Class of 2002) and fifthMichigan, we have
grader Jessica Ballard jam in a Blues Brothers routine
become more than
at the Seventh Grade’s Spring Talent Show. Luke
a local institution;
has been helping out in the kindergarten and
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indeed, we attract families from a 50-mile radius.
This upcoming school year, we will celebrate both our roots
and our incredible growth. Throughout the years, vision, hard work,
great acts of generosity, and serendipitous twists of fortune have
marked our journey.
There have been plenty of hurdles and plenty of milestones.
When student demand exceeded the capacity of our original space,
the School made a new home in Milan. When bussing students
from Ann Arbor became too challenging and enrollment continued
to grow, the Board of Trustees relocated the School back to Ann
Arbor and purchased the Newport Campus, buttressed by the
support of two generous families who guaranteed the loan. With
that debt soon retired, School leaders began to dream of extending
the curriculum beyond 8th grade to the full 12-year program Rudolf
Steiner himself envisioned. Then came the high school, and, as we
know, the story continues.
The exciting part is, it has just begun! After 25 years, Waldorf
education has come of age in Ann Arbor, but we are still a young
school with dreams and challenges before us. All of us—parents,
faculty, students, alumni, and friends—are characters in the story
that will one day be told about our School’s second quarter century.
Stay tuned for details, and join us in celebrating the path that
brought us here, as well as the opportunities we have to shape
Waldorf education’s next 25 years in Southeast Michigan.

RUDOLF STEINER SCHOOL TO CELEBRATE 25TH ANNIVERSARY

published by gnome press: “gnome news is good news”

“Our highest endeavor must be to develop free human beings, who are able in and
of themselves to impart purpose and direction to their lives.”
— Rudolf Steiner
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Athletes were awarded willow crowns for
displaying the greatest skill and the best form
in each event.

Newport Campus (K-8) • 2775 Newport Rd.; Ann Arbor, MI 48103, 734-995-4141, info@rssaa.org
Pontiac Trail Campus (9-12) • 2230 Pontiac Trail; Ann Arbor, MI 48105, 734-669-9394, hs@rssaa.org

RSSAA’s Jackson
Greenstone discovered
that he was the fastest
of all in the long-run
event.

continued on page two

when he loses his first match after winning numerous previous
rounds, but then stops stomping and goes back—to shake the
victor’s hand. A new student approaches the competition with great
determination, every cell of his
body seemingly locked into focus
for each event—and he wins
honors in nearly every one.
Another student, personally
challenged by the competitive
spirit of the occasion, makes halfhearted attempts in a couple of
events, but seems a completely
different person in the next one,
having privately decided to give
it her best.

The opening ceremony was both festive and dramatic,
thanks to musicians from the 7th and 8th grades.

tudent musicians blew a rousing trumpet fanfare in a
whipping wind. The entire student body watched as fifth
graders from three states marched in procession across
the back field. Moments later the procession had gathered around
a ceremonial table where a tunic-clad teacher lit the Olympic flame
and the assembled group re-enacted the rites of ancient athletes,
asking the favor of Zeus, Apollo, and Athena. This opening
ceremony set the stage for the Rudolf Steiner School’s annual
Pentathlon, a day each May devoted to our fifth graders and their
guests from six other schools in Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.
The students had completed their study of ancient Greece by
training for this day’s events: the long run and 50 yard dash, the
long jump, javelin, discus, and Greek wrestling.
These youngsters don’t simply study history. They do history.
And in the process, they make some decisions that will help shape
their identities in the adolescent years to come.
How? Consider some scenes from the day. A girl loses a visceral,
15-minute wrestling match and weeps as her mother hugs her;
moments later, when
she has recovered
somewhat from the
physical and emotional
challenge of the faceto-face struggle, she
spontaneously rushes
over to her opponent
—and cheers him on
as he faces his next
competitor. A boy
starts to stomp out of
the wrestling arena

by Lindsay Passmore

FIFTH GRADERS FIND GLORY IN CULMINATION OF GREEK STUDIES
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Parents seemed to have quite a day of it, too. Many Ann Arbor
and Detroit Waldorf families housed guests who had traveled long
distances to participate in the athletic games. Throughout the day
these guests talked incessantly about the hospitality of their
Michigan hosts. The festivities included a dinner and folk dancing
in the school gym the night before, and one result was a joyful
feeling of camaraderie and excitement pervading the games. At
one point a “coffee brigade” of RSSAA moms appeared in the rain
at the 50 yard dash, whipped out cups, and cheerfully poured
steaming hot beverages made-to-order for astonished bystanders.
A bit later, RSSAA dad and trustee Robin Grosshuesch rushed
students indoors when it began to thunder, grinning broadly all
the while and asking, “What do you expect? We called up Zeus!”
(The rain proved only a mild distraction. When the danger passed
and RSSAA games teacher Linda Teaman asked the 77 athletes
whether they wanted to continue, she received deafening cheers in
response!)
Those cheers were just as enthusiastic at the award ceremony
that concluded the day. In keeping with Greek tradition, judges
for each event recognized the athlete who demonstrated the greatest
skill and the one who best demonstrated the Greek ideal of “grace
and beauty” (i.e., “good
form”). Each time the
honors were awarded for
an event, all wreath
winners demonstrated
the event again to show
the entire assembly the
best skill and form. The
students had been
divided into five citystates for the sake of the
competition (Athens,
Sparta,
Corinth,
Mycenae, and Thebes),
a mix of students from
all of the participating
schools on each team.
With two types of
awards given in each
event, for each city-state,
and some ties, more than
50 willow wreaths were
awarded.

C O N T I N U E D from page one

Advanced Camps are for students who
have participated in previous bike camps
or similar endurance-building
experiences.

Intermediate Girls: July 10-16
Intermediate Boys: July 17-23
Advanced Girls: July 31-August 6
Advanced Boys: August 7-13

2005 BIKE CAMP DATES

Above: A hug of consolation from Mom helps this
athlete recover from an intensely visceral Greek
wrestling match.
Left: RSSAA’s Simon Suboski’s effort in the long
jump landed him far beyond the marks of other
jumpers.

I think he was there. And he was surely smiling.

“Oh Zeus, May All These City-States
Win With Honor, and Lose With Grace.”

But willow wreath or no willow wreath, every student earned a
measure of pride this day. At the opening ceremony the students
had asked the thunder god:

FIFTH-GRADERS FIND GLORY IN CULMINATION OF GREEK STUDIES

YES! I WOULD LIKE TO HELP THE RUDOLF STEINER SCHOOL OF ANN ARBOR!

Joseph Weizenbaum, Ph.D., Professor,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Author, Computer Power and Human Reason

“Being personally acquainted with a
number of Waldorf students, I can say that
they come closer to realizing their own
potential than practically anyone I know.”

The Steiner Times is a quarterly publication that is written,
edited, and photographed by parents at the Rudolf Steiner
School of Ann Arbor.

Editor ............................ Lindsay Passmore
Writers ........................... Lindsay Passmore, Ron Zang,
and the Class of 2007!
Photographers.................. Sheldon Greenberg, Lindsay
Passmore, Ron Zang,
Beth Ann Vaughn
Artwork ......................... Zach Boeheim
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Please complete and mail to: Rudolf Steiner School of Ann Arbor, 2775 Newport Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 48103 Questions? Please call 734-995-4141
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City, State, Zip _______________________________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________ Phone # ________________

Name(s): __________________________________________________________________________________
(As you wish it to appear for publication purposes.) Please check here if you wish to remain anonymous. _______

Payment method:
___ Enclosed is my check for $_____ (made payable to the Rudolf Steiner School of Ann Arbor.)
___ Please charge to my credit card. ( ___Visa ___ Master Card) Card number ________________________ Expiration Date ________
___ I Pledge $_____ to be paid in monthly installments beginning _____. Enclosed is my first check.
___ I Pledge $_____ to be paid _______.
___ My company will match my gift. _____ Company name: ___________________________________ Phone # _______________

Tuition alone does not cover the cost of a complete Waldorf education. We rely on support from friends like you to help us keep the curriculum rich and full.

L

inda Popovic, a dedicated RSSAA parent and friend
who served as our K-12 Administrator from 2003 to
2005, announced her resignation at the end of the school
year. Linda will be moving later this summer to Saratoga Springs
in upstate New York, where she has accepted a position as
Enrollment Director at the Waldorf School of Saratoga Springs.
She and her husband Igor and their children Alex (grade nine)
and Ada (grade six) will be greatly missed.
Linda was an active volunteer at the School from the time
her family moved to Ann Arbor in 2000. In January of 2001,
she joined the staff as project coordinator for development of
the Pontiac Trail site. During the 2003-2004 school year, after
accepting the full-time position of K-12 Administrator, Linda
led the development of the School’s Strategic Plan, working
closely with the board, faculty, staff, and parents to gather and
synthesize a collective vision for the School’s future growth.
Her hard work during the School’s development of the permanent high school campus will always be remembered with
gratitude. She also earned appreciation for her tireless attention to the “big picture,” which meant attending scores of
meetings, often in the evenings.
“Linda cared very deeply for the Rudolf Steiner School of
Ann Arbor, as witnessed by her extraordinary efforts throughout her relationship with us,” Board President Howard White
said. “We will miss her deeply, and wish her well in her next
position in New York.”
“I am pleased to be moving into a job which will be more
suitable for my family life, but I certainly feel that the Rudolf
Steiner School is in a good position,” Linda said. “This is a
change, but change is growth, and there will be plenty of room
for fresh ideas as we celebrate the School’s 25th Anniversary in
the upcoming year. It is sure to be an exciting time, and I wish
everyone the best.”

ADMINISTRATOR LINDA POPOVIC
ACCEPTS POSITION IN NEW YORK

All the Pretty Horses Farm Camp
Ann Arbor Ice Cube
Aunt Mimi’s Closet
Babymoon Doulas
David Meyer Photography
Dexter Karate Academy
Exhibit Museum of Natural History
Gemini
Generations
Gentle Reins Farm
Jefferson Market
Just Big Enough Clothes
Keedo
Kellogg’s Cereal City
Kindermusik
Learning Express
Leslie Science Center
Liberty Athletic Club
Meadow View Imports
Mudpuddles
Paper-Scissors-Stone

Children & Families

Aberdeen Stone Cottage
Weber’s Inn
Wilkinson Luggage Shop

Lodging & Travel

Bivouac
GardenWorks Organic Farm
Johnson-Hill Land-Ethics Studio
Lodi Farms Nursery
Matthaei Botanical Garden
Susan Bryan Landscape Design
Sunstructures Architects
Wild Bird Center
Wild Birds Unlimited

Gardening & the
Outdoors

16 Hands Gallery
4th Avenue Sleep Shop
Anderson Paint
Biederman & Sons
Big George’s Home Appliance Mart
Crown House of Gifts
DogmaCatmantoo
Earth Enterprises
Elegant Gifts by Design
Falling Water
Forma
Hinode Farm
Hollander’s in Kerrytown
Jules Furniture Inc.
Kayu
Moon Works
Motawi Tileworks
O’Leary Paint
Pet Supplies Plus
Pictures Plus
ReUse Center
Ritz Camera
Selo /Shevel Gallery
Stadium Hardware
Ten Thousand Villages
Three Chairs Company

Hearth & Home

Barry Bagels
Bello Vino
Big City Small World Bakery
Busch’s
Chocolate Café
Fresh Seasons Market
Great Harvest Bread Co.
Panera Bread
Perfect Blend Coffee House

Gourmet Treats

RSSAA Development Coordinator
Diana Piper was delighted that more
than 200 guests attended An Evening
in Tuscany, raising nearly $30,000 for
the School!

Ann Arbor Art Center
Barnes & Noble Books
Busy Hands
Cottage Creations
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore
Fine Arts Academy
Flute World
Flying Sheep Yarns
Knit-A-Round Yarn Shop
Lakeside Saddlery
Moe Sport Shops
Nicola’s Books
Oz Music
Psarianos Violins Ltd.
Rovin Ceramics
Shar Music Company
Talking Colors Art Studio
Varsity Tennis Center, U of M
Wilderness Archery

Hobbies & Creativity

Peace Fleece
Peaceable Kingdom
Red Belly Board Shop
Rocks and Robots Day Camp
RSSAA Four Corners store
Susan Weir Dolls
White Rabbit Toys
University Aquarium & Pet Shop
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Colonial Lanes
Common Grill
Godaiko
Gem & Century Theatres, Detroit
Kejara’s Bridge, Lake Leelanau
Kerrytown Concert House
Kosmos in Kerrytown
Metzger’s German Restaurant
Michigan Theater
Pelagos Taverna
Performance Network
Pittsfield Pizza and BBQ
Quality 16 Theater
Red Hawk
Red Robin
Seva
Thano’s Lamplighter
The Ark
The Earle
The Purple Rose Theatre Company

Special thanks to Michael Lee of Opus
Mime for entertaining us as
Auctioneer, and to parent Barbara
O’Bryan, a performance artist who
graced our event as The Enchanted
Statue.

Ann Arbor Brewing Company
Ann Arbor Comedy Showcase
Ann Arbor Country Club
Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra
Banfield’s Westside Grill & Tavern
Bel-Mark Lanes
Café Marie
Café Zola
Cold Stone Creamery

Entertainment
on the Town

Trader Joe’s
Whole Foods
Wine Etc.
Zingerman’s Deli

Please Thank Them Personally When You Shop!

SGI Publications

Miscellaneous

Brighton Ford Mercury, Sponsor
Buff Whelan Chevrolet
Discount Tire
Zahn’s Garage

Automotive

Brighton Tux Shop
Collected Works
Elizabeth Alexander Designs
Embroider This!
Footprints
Letty’s Ltd.
Lewis Jewelers
Orchid Lane
Princess Designs
Rain Gems Designs
Urban Jewelers

Clothing & Jewelry

Ann Arbor Diet Center
Ann Arbor Yoga & Health Spa
Arbonne International
Bellanina Day Spa & Gift
Boutique
Castle Remedies
Curves
Dance Gallery Studio
Dascola Barbers
Dream Dinners
Dr. Gail Gagnon
Grass Lake Medical Center
Horizon Chiropractic
Jewel Heart Temple
Liquid Nails
Logokinesis
Metamorphosis Hair and Skincare
Migun
Nan’s Merle Norman
New Image Body Spa
Orbit Hair Design
People’s Food Coop
QUINTessential Therapies
RelaxStation
Rose Chiropractic Clinic
Tribe Salon
Vicki’s Wash & Wear Haircuts
Yoga Practice Center

Taking Care of Yourself

The Riverside Inn, Leland
Showcase Cinemas
University Musical Society
Village 7 Theater (Briarwood)
Village Theater at Cherry Hill
Zanzibar

THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES GENEROUSLY SUPPORTED OUR 2005 AUCTION

O

lder students of the Steiner School know something
about a summer bike camp that exists near Sleeping
Bear Dunes in the north of lower Michigan. Many
have had a hand in helping to grow the program. And a core
group has helped to define the camp even more, because they have
attended for all four years! Why would anybody want to do this?
Why would anybody want to stay outside all day, riding a bike up
and down huge hills, and then have to sit around a campfire with
(ugh) toasted marshmallows at night before going to sleep in a
tent in the piney woods?
Mostly because it is fun. But that’s not all. It’s because
Moonshadow Bike Camp offers a remarkable array of
opportunities to take on challenge. For some campers
it’s the challenge of being away from home for a week.
For others, it’s giving up noise and bright lights for quiet
and Milky Way nights. For a few, it’s helping to prepare
hot food for all the other campers or to wash all the pots
and pans following the completion of the meal. For
another few it’s to stay organized as a camper and to
know how to dress for the
changes of weather. For
everyone, it’s riding a bike
with the efficiency to go
up the steepest hill
without becoming tired
out, and the care to race
down the back side in
order to start the process
all over again.
Offering a healthy
combination of challenge
and fun is what I had in
mind when I contacted
Rob Bollenberg and
Jeanne Stratham near
Empire, Michigan about
the possibility of using
their small farm as a site
for a bike camp for
children. Rob and Jeanne,
knowledgeable about
Waldorf education and
interested in the way
children best learn, quickly agreed to offer their property as a safe
and beautiful setting for this endeavor. They also suggested various
bike routes that would best help the children to grow and succeed.
Together we designed a camp that honors the natural beauty of
the land while subtly making it convenient to have a fully equipped
kitchen and dining room. The campers sleep in tents in the hushed
quiet of the woods away from any light. But there is electricity in
the kitchen and enough convenience to respond to the demands
3

Ron Zang, M.Ed., teaches woodworking, mathematics, and
ultimate frisbee at RSSAA. He is also a father of three and a
member of the Board of Trustees.

of hygiene and safety. And each year, mostly to satisfy Rob’s need to
stay busy, we take up a work project to further improve the camp.
This year’s project involves constructing a new changing room with
showers. Neither of us would think to exclude solar power as a heat
source for the water, but our backup for cloudy days will be an ondemand hot water tank fueled by propane. You never know.
Another reason children want to come to Moonshadow Bike
Camp is that the location can only be described as remarkable. It is
in one of the most beautiful areas of the state, with opportunities
to bike the most scenic roads and lanes and to swim away from the
hustle and bustle of
summer tourists.
Picture postcard
moments are a daily
occurrence, and
total immersion in
nature is the
routine. Of course
it’s inevitable that
we climb Sleeping
Bear Dunes, and
sample the local ice
cream shop, and
stop in at Cherry
Republic for free
cherry samples of
Bike Camp offers a remarkable array of opportunities
things sweet and
to take on challenge. Students can even discover the
flavorful. But at
thrill of jumping off sand dunes into Lake Michigan
night when it’s
after a long ride!
dark, we have the
campfire and shooting stars, and the still quiet of the night.
Students must complete fifth grade or be that age before
qualifying for the camp. This makes it possible to take on the
demands of the camp and to have the best possible experience.
The outcome is that everyone succeeds. The camp is not limited
to Waldorf children; last year we had a camper from Taiwan join
us, and more children are enrolling from other schools. Dates for
this year’s camps: July 10-16 for Intermediate Girls, July 17-23 for
Intermediate Boys, July 31-August 6 for Advanced Girls, and
August 7-13 for Advanced Boys. If you want to see pictures and
find out even more about Moonshadow Bike Camp, log on to the
RSSAA.ORG website and key in Moonshadow Summer Bike
Camp. Be sure to tell friends and neighbors. I am grateful to the
school for supporting this aspect of our summer program as well
as immensely appreciative of the setting for Moonshadow Bike
Camp.

by Ron Zang

MOONSHADOW BIKE CAMP CELEBRATES ITS FIFTH YEAR

“The sun with loving light
Makes bright for me each day.
The soul with spirit power
Gives strength unto my limbs.
In sunlight shining clear,
I reverence, O God,

K

4

in first grade. This helps to imprint the language patterns in their
minds as they perfect their pronunciation. Many verses, such as
the ones above, are filled with reverence and gratitude. But there
are also silly alliterative rhymes that invite students to experience
the fun of playing with sounds.

The strength of humankind
ristine Goldynia, a specialist in Speech and Language
Which Thou, so graciously,
Pathology who works for the Washtenaw
Hast planted in my soul,
Intermediate School District, had a life-changing
That I with all my might
experience when she observed classes at the Rudolf Steiner School
May love to work and learn.
of Ann Arbor before becoming a consultant here last fall.
From Thee come light and strength,
“I was amazed at the way language is used in this school,”
To Thee rise love and thanks.”
she recalled. “There was a poetic flow and movement that just
invited the students right in.” The School’s approach had such This kindergarten verse, a favorite of RSSAA Bluebirds teacher
an effect, Ms. Goldynia said, that she felt Waldorf education Sarah Vandermeulen, is an example of the verses given to the
younger children:
calling out to her in a way she had never experienced before.
This introduction to Waldorf pedagogy came at a time when
“The earth is firm beneath my feet
Ms. Goldynia was looking for some additional tools to bring to
The sun shines bright above
And here I stand so straight and strong
her private speech practice. Sensing that she had found what
All things to know and love.”
she was seeking, she immediately started coursework at the
Waldorf Institute of the Great Lakes. She also signed up for a In Waldorf elementary classrooms, the children learn verses not by
summer course in New York that is part of a four-year training reading them from a sheet of paper, but by listening and joining in
program in Curative
once they are able. Margot
Speech (a Waldorf lanAmrine, a longtime RSSAA faculty
guage specialization
member who teaches Language
which itself has been the
Arts Methods at the Waldorf
subject of entire articles).
Institute of the Great Lakes,
Though this response
believes that the children live more
may have been unexfully into the words when they
pected, it is similar to
speak by memory in this way. In
what parents often feel
addition, the memory training
upon first visiting a
serves the children well in their
Waldorf classroom. It
academic work, and gives them the
also relates to the gratigift of beautiful poetry committed
tude many alumni have
to memory, which can last a
for their Waldorf educalifetime.
tion—some report that
There are verses for beginning
they still recite their
the day, verses for ending the day,
morning verse into adult- A scene from this year’s senior play, Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. verses for main lesson, lunchtime,
Seniors end the twelfth grade with an all day, three-week block of Shakespeare.
hood!
and snack time. Here is one of
It is not just verses that make up the rich language environ- many beloved mealtime verses:
ment in Waldorf schools. The teachers’ use of the oral
The silver rain, the shining sun,
storytelling tradition, the literature that is read aloud in class,
the fields where scarlet poppies run,
the annual plays presented by each of the grades, culminating
and all the ripples of the wheat
with Shakespeare in twelfth grade, all combine to fill the
are in the bread that I do eat.
children’s minds and hearts with beautiful language. But it is
So when I sit at every meal,
the use of choral verse recitation that is most unique to Waldorf
and say a grace, I always feel
classrooms.
that I am eating rain, and sun,
and fields where scarlet poppies run.
Here is a verse that is typically recited by children in grades
one through four to begin the school day:
Students also recite verses in both Spanish and German, beginning

by Lindsay Passmore

THE ROLE OF VERSE IN THE WALDORF CLASSROOM

—Andrew Knoll

Fresh blossoms on trees
Give life to droning insects
And to singing birds.

A new flower blooms,
Ascending from earth to sun.
What is its purpose?

Haiku

—Gail Kellum
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—Asia Hall

I know I have a bee inside my bonnet,
It flew out from the writing of this
sonnet.

I hate restraints, it all confuses me
My head is spinning like a tire swing
It’s choppy, silly, tone deaf, out of
key
The only part you hear is measuring

I’m driven into bland, methodic rhyme,
And meter drives me nearly up the wall
This one will be the first and last drab
time
I plod along at this untimely crawl.
It’s so intense, so boring and so long
I can’t express what doesn’t seem to
fit
Just random things I put, a beer,
a thong
And then I’m stuck and cannot think
a bit.

A Sonnet

—Claire Eddy

The morning was an early one
That dawned so bright and clear.
The smell of frost and leafy boughs
Sent shivers full of cheer.
The leaves that lay about
In neatly piled packs
Were calling me and so I ran
Expect me never back!
I threw a light and airy pile
Up into the sky
On to the next, what joy this was,
Frolicking all the while.
I picked another pile up,
But why so heavy now?
No more a light and airy pack,
But rather coarse and slippery sack.
A possum out my arms jumped forth
And I, with terror ran.
Yes! All the packs I left behind,
The possum glowering too:
Expect me back, I have come back,
I have come back to you!

The butterfly with wings
of golden fire,
That trips o’er air with gaiety
and glee,
The flowers by its dancing grace
inspired,
Hold up their heads to it
beseechingly;
The dainty wings that beat so merrily
Like kisses breathed upon a cheek
is felt,
So fragile are the wings that evenly
Beat silently through air not felt.
A sudden little trickster child
that knelt
On earth with net a’poised and made
to strike,
A closure round the creature does he
melt,
To take the little sprite
against its like.
For selfish pleasure only eyes enjoy,
To be coddled like a lifeless toy.
Taken home a jar enclosed, a jail,
Frantic wings press’gainst it cold
and pale
Set on white and dirty desktop papers
‘Side a plate of artichokes and
capers,
‘Spected by the frank and piercing
eyeballs,
Touched and prods a clammy hand so
casual.
Suddenly the eye is frozen fearful
Click! The door rings loud and curtly
cheerful,
Mother’s croons release the fading
flower,
Taking flight into the moonlight
bower.

6.

Capture of a Butterfly

—Sophia Kreth

I saw you dancing, little girl,
I just looked at you and you changed the
way I think.
You let me see how you do feel the
music,
You moved your arms, your legs so
perfectly.
You showed me the world
in a different way.
You were free like a yellow butterfly in
spring,
Like the birds in the air
I wish I could be free like you,
And discover with you all the little
lucky things.
I want to fly with you as a butterfly
over a meadow,
And smell all the different kinds of
flowers.
I saw your dancing, how your dream
came true.
And nothing could bother you.
You were in your own little
beautiful world.
You opened the door to your world for
me,
And with the way you felt, you moved,
With your own world did you change
my world.

The Little Dancer

—Aaron Calkins

There is something I would like to say,
Have you ever taken art in school?
My favorite subject is to work with clay,
To create my own designs is just so cool.
On Mother’s Day I made a picture frame
Customized, my love I did express.
For my Dad, I made a great bi-plane
Though flawed, he loved it none-the-less.
To sculpt the mushy hunk within my
hands, like caterpillar to a butterfly,
From the amorphous junk, a figure
stands,
A prize, a gift, took form before my
eyes.
For when I work the clay, I start to see
Changes happening within me.

Sonnet

—Jessie Starr

I met a cat whose fur was often
soiled
He used to roam the jungle of our
yard
Beheading mice and catching ants he
toiled.
Our other cat, a girl, was quite a
lard,
Getting her to move was always hard.
Her personality was filled with fear,
The first cat always acted as her guard.
You could be sure that he was always
near
Athough at times he found her rather
queer.
Once she wandered to a grassy knoll,
It seems her senses weren’t so very
clear,
She hurt her paw and fell into a
hole,
Her gallant prince responded to her
need,
And nursed her wounds
with kindest heart indeed.

The Lady and Her Prince

—Eoin O’Bryan

Cat and mouse,
Hawk and rabbit,
Predator and Prey.
I close in fast,
It runs still faster,
With all my cunning,
It still eludes,
And finally
I pounce,
And it is mine.

Me and Poetry

—Emily Ljungman

I watch the
Thunderstorm
Through the clear glass
Of my bedroom window
Protected from the rain.

8

—Vanessa Lang

What is this naked night creeping?
It settles diving deep, dancing
Laughing, this dance blinking eye
The falling of adolescence
This night is oozing innocence.

8.

—Anna Emmerling

Against a tree, in the cool shadows
Sits a boy, a mystery to most,
Shy to the public eye,
There’s so much thought beneath his
eyes,
But the words of wisdom he could
share he hides,
Afraid to show the world who he is
inside.
Why impress false friends
Who do not last forever?
Is it because you’re afraid of you,
Afraid that you’ve changed from who
you knew?
Beneath a tree remains a boy,
Quietly writing his thoughts,
A boy, to me, who will always remain
A mystery.

Outside Poem #2

—Jayme Deeb

Refuge in paper and words
A story line to swallow you
Eat your attention whole
Transported to a new place
A new time, a different life.
Following strangers on a scripted
Journey.
Wondering what will happen next
Forget everything else,
It is life with turning pages
Covers front and back and a spine,
You are in the world of a book.

C O N T I N U E D f r o m p a g e seven
Little Things
Ode to Book

—Desirae Ott

Poetry so fine
So beautiful
This one so mine.

Poetry so many
Feelings stuffed
In a few short lines

Poetry so sweet
So Romantic
It’s hard to beat

Poetry so descriptive
So pictorial
So connective

Poetry so fine
So rhythmical
So divine

Poetry

TENTH GRADERS MINE FOR GOLD IN POETRY UNIT

The eighth graders printed the above verse on the title page to the
Lower School yearbook (an eighth grade project), a clue to the
meaning it holds for them. And many parents report that their
children recite school verses at home. But aside from the obvious
appreciation students show for their verses, there are other reasons
why Waldorf schools place such emphasis on the use of poetic
language.
According to Mrs. Amrine, besides the benefit of memory
training, rhythmic language has a focusing effect. It helps students and teachers shed their daily concerns and prepare for the
work they will undertake in class. Choral recitation also helps
to bring the members of the class into sync with one another,
through the shared social experience of creating beauty together.
Third, she points out that for younger children, the recitation
can be a way of learning to distinguish speech sounds (current
research shows that individuals with dyslexia not only have
trouble reading letters on the page, but also have difficulty hearing certain sounds).
Rudolf Steiner had this to say about the role of verse in the
curriculum: “Through [this] intimately artistic way of working, children are enabled to receive what the teaching offers
quite differently from how they can when they are simply approached intellectually.”
Modern scientific research can also shed light on the subject.
Besides the considerable evidence of higher intellectual achievement by children given an arts-rich education, there have been

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate,
but that we are powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness that frightens us.
We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant,
gorgeous, talented, and fabulous?
Actually, who are you not to be?
You are a child of God.
Your playing small does not serve the world.
There is nothing enlightened about shrinking
so that other people won’t feel insecure around you.
We were born to make manifest the glory of God within us.
It is not just in some; it is in everyone.
And as we let our own light shine,
We consciously give other people permission to do the same.
As we are liberated from our fear,
our presence automatically liberates others.

Rudolf Steiner, the Austrian educator, scientists, and philosopher who founded Waldorf education, wrote a number of verses
for the classroom himself, but Waldorf teachers also make frequent
use of poetry and prose by many of the great writers of all time.
When RSSAA teacher Claudia Browne wanted to bring something really special to her fourth graders at the end of this school
year, she introduced Whitman’s “O Give Me the Splendid, Silent
Sun.” RSSAA teacher Lawrence Mathews gave his eighth graders
the following contemporary prose selection this past year
because he felt that it met a need they had to make a powerful
statement to the world. (It was written by Marianne Williamson
and recited by Nelson Mandela at his 1994 inaugural.)
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—Daniel Pink, author of Revenge of the Right Brain, as
quoted in Wired Magazine, February 2005

“Until recently the abilities that led to success
in school, work, and business were characteristic
of the left hemisphere. They were the sorts
of linear, logical, analytical talents measured
by SATs and deployed by CPAs. Today these
capabilities are still necessary but not sufficient.
In a world upended by outsourcing, deluged
with data, and choked with choices, the abilities
that matter most are now closer in spirit to the
specialties of the right hemisphere—artistry,
empathy, seeing the big picture, and pursuing
the transcendent.”

fascinating discoveries about the relationship between the heart,
the brain, and learning. The effect of poetry on our emotional
center has long been expressed by the maxim, “Poetry is the
universal language of the heart.” And now the findings of molecular biologists, neurocardiologists, and psychologists are
pointing to the importance of the heart in the learning process.
Author Joseph Chilton Pearce, who addresses scholarly meetings at universities worldwide on the subject of education and
brain development, has said: “The idea that we can think with
our hearts is no longer just a metaphor, but is, in fact, a very
real phenomenon. We now know this, because the combined
research of two or three fields is proving that the heart is the
major center of intelligence in human beings.”
Perhaps this is a key to understanding the success of Waldorf
education. A February 2005 article in Wired Magazine suggests
that indeed it may. Daniel Pink, author of Revenge of the Right
Brain, writes: “Until recently the abilities that led to success in
school, work, and business were characteristic of the left hemisphere. They were the sorts of linear, logical, analytical talents
measured by SATs and deployed by CPAs. Today these capabilities are still necessary but not sufficient. In a world upended by outsourcing, deluged with data, and choked with
choices, the abilities that matter most are now closer in spirit to
the specialties of the right hemisphere—artistry, empathy, seeing the big picture, and pursuing the transcendent.”
We live in an age that is dominated by technology and competition. Yet more than ever before, families are flocking to
Waldorf schools, where teachers engage students in a multilayered learning experience that consciously nourishes the heart.
Could it be that this balance of head and heart fill a critical
need in today’s educational landscape?

—Cassie Vachon

Cassie says: Do not run
from pain,
For in the running,
you pass the flowers
of happiness
With but a glance
at what you could
hold.

There is a learning in sorrow.
Its bittersweet touch
can break
the fragile sculpture
of your soul
Leaving you in darkness.
But out of the sad beauty
of these crystal shards
A fire sparks,
And in cave black night,
It makes the sparks burn
all the brighter.
And then
As you piece your soul
together
You make it stronger
Appreciating the misty wonder
with which it’s filled.

Balance
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—Jette Knapp

your shirt is pink now.
it is in the basement.

please forgive me,
I overlooked
the red sock.

The Red Sock

—Lance Wagner

But my eyes kept on turning
And beauty I saw,
A wisp of smoke, a pensive look
And I know now that I was just
looking at myself
From inside and out.

I saw this new world
With grimy black air,
Animals dying, Holocausts arising,
Encompassed, encircled, engulfed
was I,
In this world of back-breaking
despair.

As I traveled away
I forgot where I came from,
Though I craned my neck, and longed
to see
But those days were past
For my eyes had been turning
Away from the essence of me.

At the young age of seven
My eyes were in backward,
For nothing I knew of this world
we live in.
As I grew older, my eyes began
turning
Away from the essence of me.

Beauty trickles through life
as water through cupped hands
to be toweled off
or gripped in vain and savored
or to flick on passersby
laughing as they blink surprised
and in that flick is poetry
and in that blink more poetry

—Emma Paul

Poem #1

Poetry

T

—Zach Boeheim

We are up and down the court back
and forth;
Save the trash talk for the postgame it’s time to ball.
I’m shoot’n, I’m dish’n, I’m dip’n,
I’m dunk’n;
There is nobody lazy on my team,
we are all run’n.
When I’m heating up, there is no way
to stop it;
Perform like Tayshaun pull up stop
and pop it.
I’m draining threes from any side,
hitting nothing but nylon.
My shot is flawless. I’m just
raining them down upon,
Get the rock and switch my speed on
fast;
I come down the lane and dish off the
no-look pass
Once I get in the zone, no one
can stop me.
When I go up strong, I show
the defender no mercy;
I doubt you’re going to find anything
as smooth as this,
I go up, left side, throw the ball
off the glass like a soft kiss.
It’s just the beginning of my
greatness and glory,
My legacy is not over till the end of
this story.
The Player says: There is nothing
Like the adrenaline I get from
playing ball!
I will become an allstar
and end my saga
in the Naismith Hall...

Allstar Dreaming

hese poems are a sampling of this spring’s writing process with our tenth grade. The tenth
graders began the year with a unit titled “The Epic,” which concluded with Beowulf. Their
second unit, or “block” began with the love poetry of Sufi and troubadour poets and spanned to
poets writing today. Reading the poems of the masters and working with the mechanics of poetry, the
tenth graders wrote in various forms, experimenting with rhyme and meter. The main objective, according
to teacher Mary Emery, “is to place ourselves quietly in the poetry wilds, hold out in our hands the humble
food we have gathered through our work, and see what untamed imaginations we can attract.” This
collection includes one poem from each student.

TENTH GRADERS MINE FOR GOLD IN POETRY UNIT

—Kaitlin Kirsch

continued on page eight

—Eliza Wiener

Hearts pounding
Smiling mouths clamped shut
Biting lower lips and puffing out
cheeks
Sweat beads flying
Music blaring
Floor boards squeaking
Ankles cracking
Joyful feet jumping
Graceful arms flying.

The Studio

I learn from it
It teaches me
It shows me a way
A life to
Lead.

Poetry

—Jayne Truesdell

When night is a velvety blanket
Of dark
And sound does the earth not make,
My breath is the only wind I feel,
My tears the only rain,
Thought has become a calm pool
In which I now reflect,
My legs strong roots to grab the
Earth,
My arms pale wings to touch the sky.
Here I am,
Here I sit with myself.
Jayne says: My, what piercing
beauty of existence.

Here I Sit With Myself

—Ryne Banfield

Smell of old smell of new
Aged leaves smell of time passed
Fresh grass reeks of today and
beyond.
Air moves in, motions and mixes
Hints of pine stirred with lilac
Shakes me with happiness
Freshens my weary day.

Outside
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—My Grandmother’s Mirror won
first place in the Albion College
High School Poetry Competition.

I stood in front of my grandmother’s mirror
Looking at myself,
My feet planted on the green carpet
that always felt so seductive
and extravagant
under six year old feet.
I remember this room
like the inner sanctum of her majesty,
the rich elegance in the private bath,
the sky light,
the heavy cream of the curtains pouring
without noise
to the floor,
for all the years that I recall
continuing still as I stand
transfixed by a gilded mirror
a curling script of gold that spells in lazy letters
words I still can’t read, distracted by myself—
looking young
and not quite put together
my socks too long on small feet
my eyes too big in a small face
forever childlike in my grandmother’s mirror.

by Jenneva Schultz, 11th Grade

My Grandmother’s Mirror

Jenneva Shultz, an RSSAA junior, is one dedicated writer. This year,
her talent with the pen earned her recognition in not one, but four
writing competitions! Jenneva’s creative writing skills have been
appreciated by judges before – she has twice won second place in the
Ann Arbor District Library (AADL) High School Short Story Contest.
This year was special however, because Jenneva was won recognition
in several different genres.
She won first place in Albion College’s High School Poetry Contest
with her poem My Grandmother’s Mirror. In addition, her essay Three
Trees of Consequence earned her a spot as finalist in the National High
School Creative Essay Contest. Jenneva was also a finalist in this
year’s AADL High School Short Story contest, and she won third
place in this year’s Jackson District Library poetry competition for
high school students. Congratulations, Jenneva!

JUNIOR WINS HONORS
IN WRITING COMPETITIONS

